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Will you ‘adopt a beach’ for the shorebirds? 
It‟s rapidly approaching that time of the year when we start seeing more of our shorebirds and seabirds 

appearing on our local beaches. Each year during spring and summer the National Parks and Wildlife Service 

puts a program in place that focuses on monitoring and protecting these birds, particularly the „famous four‟ 

- Hooded Plover, Little Tern and the Pied and Sooty Oystercatcher. The program is volunteer-based and it 

would be nearly impossible to do the work required without the help of dedicated people taking an active 

role in the conservation of these threatened species. 

 

Do you spend time on the beaches and estuaries in your area? Do you own a pair of binoculars and a 

notebook? If the answer is yes to these questions then you can help with the program this year! The NPWS is 

looking for anyone who visits the beaches and nearby lakes regularly to keep a special eye out for our 

„famous four‟ and this year the Hooded Plover takes centre stage. The Hooded Plover is currently on the 

„critically endangered‟ list in NSW. There are only 50 known individuals located between Wollongong and 

the Victorian border. In the Eurobodalla 

over the 2010/11 season, a pair of adults 

was reported from the Tilba/Bermagui 

area and a pair of immature birds was 

photographed at Potato Point. Hooded 

Plover can be seen at the water‟s edge 

where they feed on prey: crustaceans, 

marine worms, small insects and bivalves. 

They shelter on the upper beach areas 

among seaweed and beach debris and can 

be difficult to spot. Nests are located 

above the high water mark and are usually 

just a depression in the sand that may or 

may not be lined. The nesting season 

starts in August and continues to March. 

It is important for us to map where the 

Hooded Plover are in the shire so that the 

population can be monitored.  

 

If you are willing to „adopt a beach‟, please let us know by registering with Julie on 4474 5888 or at 

juliettamorgan@gmail.com and start sending through your observations. If you see a Hooded Plover, Little 

Tern, Pied or Sooty Oystercatcher it‟s worth noting the following information: the species; the location 

(name of beach, lake, swamp and an approximate distance from a known point); the date and time; the 

number of birds and whether they are adults or immature; details of activity (feeding, sheltering, nesting). 

Even if you decide not to adopt a beach but see these species while you‟re out and about, please let us know.  

 

For more information on these species please see the Birds in Backyards website www.birdsinbackyards.net  
Lucy Gibson and Julie Morgan 

 

Threatened species need our help 

Hooded Plover adults and immature                 Photo: M. Crowley 

http://www.enhs.org.au/
http://www.birdsinbackyards.net/


Swift Parrot/Regent Honeyeater surveys 
After their visit in May, BirdLife Australia‟s threatened species coordinators, Chris Tzaros and Dean 

Ingwersen, mapped the sites where Swift Parrots were found in the Eurobodalla. The results were compared 

to 2009 surveys and show that the species favours certain locations in our area when eucalypts are flowering. 

We have been asked to monitor these locations in August, from South Brooman in the north to Bermagui in 

the south, as the species moves back to Tasmania to breed. The survey technique requires that we cover a 

large area so it involves driving and stopping at certain sites, rather than walking. If you can spare a morning 

to participate in the surveys (8am to 1pm) or have any flowering gums in your area, please call 4474 5888 or 

email juliettamorgan@gmail.com Julie Morgan 

 

 

 

 

Field Meetings: Saturday August 11, 2pm Jemisons Point, Potato Point  Meet next to the Rural Fire Shed 

on Potato Point Rd. A walk through Spotted Gum and Bangalay sand forest. Emu, Wonga Pigeon, Glossy 

Black-Cockatoo. 

 

Sunday August 26, 9am Broulee Island  Meet at the car park at the end of Harbour Drive, off Bayview 

Street, at Broulee. Chris Howard from NPWS will lead the walk and provide details on the natural and 

historic aspects of the island. Eastern Reef Heron, Pied and Sooty Oystercatcher, whales, seals and dolphins. 

 

Saturday September 8, 2pm Mummaga Lake Meet at the car park off the Princes Highway, just south of 

the Brou Tip turn-off. Walk through bush along the edge of the lake. Native orchids should be in flower.  

This is always a good place for returning cuckoos. 

 

Sunday September 23, 9am German Creek, Deua National Park  Meet at the Tuross turnoff, corner of the 

Princes Highway and Hector McWilliam Drive for 4WD car-pooling. Wet eucalypt forest with Brown Barrel 

and Mountain Grey Gum, and cool temperate rainforest with gullies dominated by Pinkwood. Olive 

Whistler, Superb Lyrebird, Pilotbird, Large-billed Scrubwren. 

 

Out of Shire trip 2012: With the cancellation of the Australian Birdfair at Leeton/Yanco, our original out 

of shire trip option for 2012 is no longer available. So in its place, for the more adventurous, Lyn Burden is 

offering her birding trip to northern/central New South Wales in September. ENHS members are invited to 

tag along to share what promises to be an amazing opportunity to explore some iconic birding sites. Lyn‟s 

plan is to leave on 1
st
 September and return about 15

th
 September. Time will be spent at Willie‟s Retreat near 

the Macquarie Marshes, Byrock, Bowra, Kilcowera Station and Trilby Station on the Darling River. Most 

accommodation will be in shearers‟ quarters and farm accommodation. Further details can be obtained from 

Lyn at lynburden@activ8.net.au, including the accommodation options and phone numbers. Our enthusiastic 

thanks to Lyn for offering this unique opportunity. 

 

 

 

 

The Annual General Meeting was held at the Eurobodalla Botanic Gardens on Sunday 27
th
 May 2012, with 

20 members attending. The minutes from the previous meeting were circulated and accepted. Updates were 

given on the „Birds of the Eurobodalla‟ and the local Moths books and the Society‟s website. A report on the 

2011 out of shire trip was delivered and this was followed by a discussion of possible destinations for this 

year‟s trip.  

 

Chair‟s Report: Peter Haughton chaired the AGM and read a report from Mike Crowley: the Society was in 

its 26
th
 year and doing well, with membership at over 100. He congratulated the Editorial Team who had 

taken on the newsletter, maintaining the high standard of the publication. He paid tribute to all office holders 

and the committee, in particular to George Raynor who is retiring from the committee this year. Mike 

indicated that for the first time since the inception of the ENHS, he would be stepping down from the 

committee due to family commitments but that he would continue to be actively involved in the Society and 

be willing to serve again in the future. 

Secretary‟s Report: Julie Morgan started by thanking Mandy Anderson for volunteering to take the minutes 

at the AGM as well as at committee meetings, and proposed that her contribution be formally recognised by 

the creation of a Minutes Secretary position, to add to the other administrative roles within the Society. This 

was supported. The Society‟s newsletter is attracting contributions from an increasing number of members 

What’s coming up… 

Annual General Meeting Report 



and will change to a quarterly publication from Spring 2012. Thanks were given to David Num for his 

technical support, and Margaret and Brian Versey for distributing the newsletter. ENHS website statistics 

were presented and David White was thanked for his continued work on maintaining the site. Members were 

encouraged to put forward their suggestions for the 2013 program of Field Meetings. 

Treasurer‟s Report: Gillian Macnamara reported that the Society‟s financial position was sound.  Income for 

the year was $2413.76, expenditure $3217.19, the bank balance $5300.78 and the ANZ Term Deposit 

$6352.84.  

Committee elections: With Mike Crowley and George Rayner stepping down, David Kay was elected Chair, 

Lyn Burden and Margaret Versey agreed to join the committee, and other officers and members were re-

elected. For all details, please see the table on the last page of the newsletter. 

General Business: Issues raised included the pelagic trip from Batemans Bay in July, the possibility of a bush 

food seminar to be held in 2013, the Swift Parrot and Regent Honeyeater bird surveys, the creation of a 

National Trust south coast branch to look at aspects of the natural environment, and a proposed 2013 out of 

shire trip to the Pilliga.  Julie Morgan 

 

 

 

This year‟s AGM saw the departure of two long-serving members from the Committee - Mike Crowley and 

George Rayner. As incoming Chair, I would like to publicly thank Mike and George for their significant 

contributions to the ENHS over many years. 

 

Mike has served on the Committee since the formation of the Society in 1986, and has had 2 stints (only bird 

reference I could think of) as Chairman - in the mid 90s and from 2005 to 2012. There is insufficient space to 

fully catalogue Mike‟s contributions - suffice to say that many members have benefited from his extensive 

knowledge of birds and local natural history, which he has willingly and humorously shared at field 

meetings. In his report to the AGM, Mike stated that he will continue to be an active member and hopes to 

become a committee member again in the future - we all hope he keeps his word. George is a longstanding 

member of the Society and has served actively on the Committee since 1997. For many years, with Bill 

Nelson, he provided articles for NIE on the birds of the Tuross Estuary. 

 

Many thanks to Mike and George for your efforts and commitment over the years and we look forward to 

your continuing involvement in ENHS activities. Individually Mike and George had more years of 

experience on the ENHS Committee than the new Committee has collectively. For the first time since the 

formation of the ENHS, the Committee does not include one of the founding members - in the past 2 years, 

we have lost over 100 years of experience from the Committee. This represents a significant change but, with 

the active support of our membership, I am confident we can continue to develop our Society and our 

understanding of the natural history of the Shire. David Kay 

 

 

 
 

August and September herald the end of winter and the beginning of spring, and is the time when many 

species become vocal as they set up breeding territories for the season. It is also the time to be aware that 

some species vigorously defend their breeding space, particularly magpies. Some individuals can be very 

aggressive and have been known to inflict 

serious injuries on unsuspecting people who 

wander too close to their nests. Magpies begin 

breeding as early as July and most have finished 

by the end of September. I suspect that this is 

the reason that we rarely see magpies feeding 

Channel-billed Cuckoo fledglings as these 

cuckoos arrive too late in the breeding season to 

parasitise magpie nests. Pied Currawongs and 

Australian Ravens are not so lucky. Masked 

Lapwings also begin to breed during this time. 

They too defend their nest sites fairly 

vigorously, but although they make very 

intimidating threat displays, they are unlikely to 

cause anyone serious injury.  

 

What to expect in August and September 

 

Masked Lapwing   Photo: M. Crowley 

Message of thanks…. 



Most cuckoos arrive during this time and the first calls of Shining and Horsfield‟s Bronze-Cuckoo, Brush 

and Pallid Cuckoos are heard during August and September. Fantail Cuckoos also become more vocal at this 

time. In most years the migratory honeyeaters would be arriving now to breed, in particular Noisy Friarbirds, 

Yellow-faced, Fuscous and White-naped Honeyeaters; however, because the local Spotted Gum flowered 

prolifically over autumn and winter this year, most of these honeyeaters stayed around to enjoy the feast and 

didn‟t migrate. Two other forest species arrive at this time, Black-faced Monarchs and Leaden Flycatchers. 

 

Many waders also begin to return in late winter. Eastern Curlews, having bred in Eastern Siberia, appear in 

the last week of August followed by godwits, Whimbrels, Red-necked Stints and Grey and Golden Plovers. 

August also sees the departure of Double-banded Plovers from our shores. They arrive in late February and 

over-winter here before returning to New Zealand to breed. At this time they are in bright breeding plumage 

and are a spectacular sight to see on local beaches and estuaries. So if you have been tucked up around the 

fire for the winter, now is the time to dust off the binoculars and start looking in earnest. Good birding. Mike 

Crowley 
 

In reply to the last newsletter 
We too have noticed a steady decline in Spotted Dove numbers especially since coming to Moruya from 

Potato Point some six years ago. At the same time we have noticed a build up in Crested Pigeon numbers 

from 6 to 12 and to 16 at times. We don‟t know where the Spotted Doves have gone.  

 

Regarding the occurrence of Swift Parrots near electricity easements; when Spotted Gums were flowering 

prolifically at Potato Point some years ago, Jenny and I saw a number of these birds, not actually near an 

electricity easement, but rather in the tall Spotted Gums on the edges of a maintained fire break that runs 

from near the fire shed on Potato Point Road to Lake Brunderee. This would have been reported to the 

NPWS in Queanbeyan at the time. John Liney 

 

 

 

 

Flower spiders (Diaea dorsata) are very small (3mm-1cm), pretty, bright green spiders with a colourful 

pattern on the back of the abdomen. I saw one of these, not on a flower, but on a metal fence post, and 

another on John‟s serviette, of all places, when we were having dinner one night. These two must have been 

really lost. Naturally, I had to look it up. I found that 

this species has some quite charming habits – and some 

rather strange ones too.   

 

They have smooth glossy bodies, with a wide abdomen 

that is often strikingly coloured.  The one I saw was 

yellow and brown. The two front pairs of legs are much 

heavier, longer and more strongly spined than the hind 

pairs. All four pairs curve forward in a crab-like 

fashion, so that they can move forwards, backwards or 

sideways; because of this they are sometimes called 

crab spiders. They have very good eyesight; they 

should do, since they have eight eyes, arranged in two 

rows of four. The two middle eyes in each row can 

move independently of the others.  

 

Grevilleas and wattles are favoured plants for 

residences. The occupant will often sit on a flower until the petals wilt before moving on to find another 

home. Active during the day, at night the spider hides underneath the petals. They are passive hunters, not 

web spinners, waiting until insect prey approaches before grabbing it with their front legs. Flower spiders are 

quite territorial, with only one spider occupying a flower, beating off others, unless of course, the visitor is of 

the opposite sex. 

 

The female constructs a woolly sac, or box-like retreat, in which she lays her eggs. She attaches this to a 

flower or a grass leaf and guards it protectively until the eggs hatch and the young emerge. She brings insects 

and other prey to the nest for the little spiders, but, and this is the supreme sacrifice, if food is too difficult to 

find, she will offer herself to be eaten so that the next generation of flower spiders will have a chance to 

grow into adults. Males mature before females, leaving the nest early to find mates and homes of their own. I 

hope that I will see another one soon.  Jenny Liney 

Flower spider: a seldom seen garden resident 

 

Diaea dorsata   Photo: J. Liney 



 

It all began in 2009 with rhubarb. One afternoon we found a small, pale green, dark eye-striped tree frog 

folded up on our rhubarb. It was duly photographed and after some research, I was reliably informed that to 

identify him, we needed to check his axilla (armpit), groin, thigh and underbelly colour and with any luck, 

hear him call - if indeed he was a he - as only the males in the frog world call. To this day we don‟t know 

what type of frog he or she was, but we named him the „rhubarb frog‟. 

 

Then, along came „Faithful‟. I had to name him as he turned up so 

faithfully on the veranda rail. He was a beautifully marked tree frog 

and very photogenic. On some nights we have up to four, as they 

remain faithful to the veranda. So, what was Faithful? It has been a 

long time working it out; consulting books, frog-lovers and web sites. 

I found Faithful on page 93 of Martyn Robinson‟s A Field Guide to 

Frogs of Australia. I had plenty of photos showing the axilla colour 

(yellow) and although he was seen so regularly (or was so faithful!) 

catching a glimpse of his thigh was very tricky as he disliked gentle 

poking. It was a big event when I found Faithful sticking by his toe 

and finger pads to a vertical downpipe rather than a horizontal 

veranda rail. There he was, thigh and axilla exposed revealing an 

orange thigh with brown edging. I nearly broke my neck in my haste 

to find the camera before he moved. The photo may not be the best 

quality, but it shows the necessary features. If only all frogs would 

adopt this stance as I approach, then at least they would be provided 

with real names! Note the axilla (yellow), groin (yellow), back of 

thigh (orange), toes (at least half webbed and with disc pads bigger 

than the toe width), and markings on the back (stripe down the centre). Missing is the under belly and eye 

markings.  He could have been a Heath Frog (Litoria littlejohni) or a Ewings Tree Frog (Litoria ewingii), but 

to me this was confirmation that Faithful was a Jervis Bay Tree Frog (Litoria jervisiensis).  

 

So, what does the male Jervis Bay Tree Frog sound like? Apparently “a low-pitched cree…cree…cree” 

according to Tyler and Knight‟s field guide. We had those. I worked out that although they were often seen 

after dusk on the veranda rail, they were in fact party frogs and only got vocal in the pond late at night! Late 

one night in February I heard them calling incessantly from the pond. It was three in the morning but I 

needed to know it was Faithful. There was only one thing for it…I went out with my torch and camera! I 

found him on a reed, noisy as they come and he was not alone. There were three, maybe four calling in turn. 

No wonder it had been so loud and incessant. Two or three „crees‟ from each frog, similar in pitch, one after 

the other. The visible frog was photographed and filmed in action and I returned indoors to a concerned 

husband. “Where have you been?” (I have a history of sleep-walking) and “Did you wear more than that thin 

nightie?” (yes, I put a coat and shoes on!) I was alert and orientated and very excited about my discovery! 

Helen Ransom                                                     For more photos of ‘Faithful’ see the Gallery page of the website. 

 

 

 

 

 

Our interest in bush food developed from our enjoyment 

of bushwalking. Our idea of relaxation is to walk in the 

bush, observing and learning about Australian 

biodiversity. Frequently, our walks take us some distance 

from human habitation. We always carry water with us, 

but there is always the possibility that we could be 

stranded and run out of food, so we decided that it was 

important to learn which plants can be safely eaten. When 

we try something for the first time, we always make sure 

that the two of us are together and only one samples a leaf 

or a fruit, chewing it and then spitting it out. However, 

people who suffer from food allergies would be wise to 

avoid trying new plants. Over the years we have sampled a number of plants so that we now have a list of 

local plants with edible leaves, fruits, berries or seeds. Some are included in the table below. Many of these 

plants can be grown in the garden. You will find that some are tastier than others. Adrienne and Ian Grant. 

What’s in a name? 

 

 

Bush foods 

 

 

Jervis Bay Tree Frog    Photo: H. Ransom 

Native Cherry         Photo: A. Grant 



Common name Scientific name Edible part 

of plant 

Type of plant Palatable# 

Native celery Apium prostratum  leaves ground cover   tasty 

Mat rush Lomandra longifolia white base of 

young leaves 

rush sometimes 

chewy 

NZ spinach/ 

Warrigal greens 

Tetragonia 

tetragonioides 

young leaves groundcover palatable 

Lilly Pilly Acmena smithii ripe fruit tree variable 

Apple dumplings Billardiera scandens ripe fruit creeper delicious 

Pigface Carprobrotus 

glaucescens 

fleshy fruit ground cover delicious 

Native cherry Exocarpos  

cupressiformis 

fruit  tree delicious 

Native fig Ficus coronata fruit tree if dry - use for 

jam 

Native grape Cissus hypoglauca ripe fruit climber tart 

Native 

passionfruit 

Passiflora 

herbertiana 

ripe fruit climber pleasant but 

not sweet 

Native 

raspberries 

Rubus sp. fruit climber, 

ground cover 

delicious 

Flax lily Dianella sp. fruit lily delicious 

Sydney Golden 

Wattle 

Acacia 

longifolia/sophorae 

green seeds small tree palatable 

Vanilla lily Arthropodium 

milleflorum 

root tubers  lily crunchy and 

tasty 

 # Comments in the Palatable column are from our personal experience.         

 

We are planning a field meeting in 2013 to Kiola, where ANU academic and author of Nature’s Larder, 

Richard Hardwick, will share with us his knowledge of bush foods. ENHS Committee 

 

 

 

 

  
Three weather fronts had been forecast over the weekend. The first arrived on Thursday night, making its 

presence felt as a chilly change. The second passed over on Saturday morning, looking threatening and 

unpleasant. And the third turned Sunday into a true winter‟s day. BUT Saturday afternoon was spared – an 

oasis of perfect autumn weather for our trip on the Inlet. A dozen of us met at Taylor‟s marina at Narooma to 

embark on the BBQ boat captained by my friend Bill Dudley. Our mission was to stick close to the shoreline 

to find as many of the inlet birds as we could, both seabirds and hopefully some of the small bush-birds who 

may be lurking close to the water. The BBQ boat has a very shallow draught so was ideal for our 

requirements.  

 

Armed with binoculars and snacks, we made our way through 

many of the smaller backwaters and bays of Wagonga to see 

what we could find. One of the first sightings was a Striated 

Heron, and this proved to be the first of five for the day. This 

sighting was quite close to the Ringlands area, which is one of 

our favourite venues for field meetings, containing a superb 

remnant of rainforest that includes some spectacular 

specimens of strangler fig. As we continued further to the 

west, the iconic outline of Gulaga was a permanent backdrop 

to our trip. Bill skilfully steered the boat around the small 

inlets, avoiding the many oyster leases that dot the waterway. 

He was happy to stop and back up or turn around whenever 

we saw something of interest. Our trip lasted 2 ½ hours and 

gave us the opportunity to see at very close range numerous seabirds and shorebirds. The White-bellied Sea-

Eagles put on a wonderful display for us, catching fish in their talons and bringing their catch to low 

branches, where they defended their meals against the onslaught of ravens. 

 

Field Meeting Report: Wagonga Boat Trip, May 2012 

 

Gulaga from the Wagonga    Photo: J. Morgan 



Some of us saw a Sacred Kingfisher, along with a number of honeyeaters and other small birds which we 

had difficulty identifying. There were of course many cormorants, White-faced Heron, gulls and terns, and 

we had very good views of Whistling Kite and Brown Falcon. A large group of Australian Wood Duck flew 

over the tree-tops, and as we watched them, our attention was caught by a flock of fast-flying, bright green 

birds who were circling over the blossoming Spotted Gums. Could these be Swift Parrot? Heading back to 

the jetty, we were delighted to see a beautifully-coloured male Darter who was almost oblivious to our 

presence. The species sheet was filled in and we were pleased to find a tally of 41 species for the afternoon. 

And as Bill pulled the boat up to the pier, we were greeted by a fur seal - almost close enough to touch - and 

a sting-ray. Everyone agreed that it had been a very special afternoon and our profuse thanks go to Bill for 

his generosity and his willingness to cater to the whims of a group of birders.  Mandy Anderson 

 

 

INTERESTING AND UNUSUAL SIGHTINGS 

 

First record for the Eurobodalla of a Spotted Harrier 

seen near the corner of Princes Highway and Hector 

McWilliam Drive Tuross, on May 24 by John Cornish.  

Subsequent sightings to June 14 by MA/MC/GM. 

Interestingly, a sub-adult Spotted Harrier was reported 

in June at Shoalhaven Heads on Birdline.   

 

 
             

 

 

Single Pink-eared Duck at Com (JC). 

One or two Australasian Shoveler at Com in Jun (JC).  

Up to three Musk Duck at PS (JM). 

Single Shy Albatross at BP in Jun (FM). 

One Black Falcon at Trunketabella in Jun (MA/AC/PHH). 

More than 20 Topknot Pigeon at NA and 18 at PS in Jun 

(MA/AC/JM). 

More than 700 Musk Lorikeet at Kianga, more than 300 at 

DY and up to 100 at Boyne/Benandarah SF and NA; 

observed during Swift Parrot survey in May (DSD/JM). 

More than 60 Striated Pardalote at PS in June amongst a 

mixed feeding flock including more than 100 Yellow-faced 

Honeyeater and 200 Silvereye (JM). 

Single Pilotbird at Tilba in Jun (MA/JC/GM/JM). 

Large-billed Scrubwren calls at Boyne/Benandarah SF in May (JM/D.Ingwersen). 

More than the usual numbers of the following honeyeaters observed during Swift Parrot survey in May: 

Six Yellow-tufted Honeyeater in Bodalla SF and BI SF (C.Tzaros/MA/DSD/GM/JM).  

Fifty Fuscous Honeyeater at Boyne/Benandarah SF, 20 at NA, up to 8 at Buckenboura Rd, 2 at PS, call at 

ERBG (JM/MA/FM/D.Ingwersen). 

Twenty Crescent Honeyeater at Tilba, 8 at Boyne/Benandarah SF, 5 at MYA SF and Kianga, call at ERBG 

(MA/JC/GM/JM/FM). 

Up to 30 Little Raven at Com in Jun (JC). 

 

Spotted Harrier    Photos: J. Cornish 

Hardhead and Pink-eared Duck      Photo: J. Collett 



VULNERABLE AND THREATENED SPECIES 
Australian Pied Oystercatcher: May: 9 at NA, 3 at TS, WL, 1 at MB. Jun: 5 at NA, 2 at MHS, TS, MB, 

BI.  

Sooty Oystercatcher: May: up to 10 at MB, 2 at NA, 1 at MHS, call at BP. Jun: 4 at MB, 3 at MHS, 2 at 

BI, 1 at NA.   

Glossy Black Cockatoo: May: 3 at DS, PS, PP (including immature). Jun: 2 at PS, Bergalia. 

Gang-gang Cockatoo: May: 12 at TS, 6 at Boyne/Benandarah SF, 4 at PP, 2 at PS. Jun: 2 at Bergalia, call 

at MYA SF. 

Little Lorikeet: May: more than 300 at Boyne/Benandarah SF, more than 50 at Buckenboura Rd, 30 at DS, 

10 at Broulee, 4 at PS, call at DY and MB. Jun: more than 22 at Bodalla, 3 at PS, call at MYA SF. 

Swift Parrot: BirdLife Australia‟s Woodland Birds Coordinators, Chris Tzaros and Dean Ingwersen, visited 

the Eurobodalla and led systematic surveys of Swift Parrot and Regent Honeyeater from 17 to 21 May 2012. 

ENHS members were involved and many Swift Parrots were recorded in the shire. Records of the species are 

presented in detail below:  

 

Date Number Location Observer 

12 May  More than 30 NA FM 

17 May 20 DS C.Tzaros/D. Ingwersen/JM 

17-18 May More than 200 Boyne /Benandarah SF C.Tzaros/D. Ingwersen/JM 

17 May 2 PS JM 

20 May 55 Buckenboura Rd D. Ingwersen/MA 

20 May 50 Bodalla SF C.Tzaros 

20 May 25 PP D. Ingwersen 

20 May 2 DY DSD/ JM 

20 May 4 Kianga DSD/JM 

20 May 25 MB MA 

21 May 10 Pebbly Beach C.Tzaros/MC/JM 

23 May 7 Boyne SF DSD 

28 May 18 PS JM 

1, 14 Jun 1, 12-15 PS JM  

20 Jun More than 25  MB MA 

 

Powerful Owl: May: calls at PS and Com. Jun: pair duetting at PS. 

Flame Robin: May: 1 at Belowra. 

Scarlet Robin: May: 4 at Belowra, 1 at PS. Jun: 2 at Bergalia, call at PS. 

Varied Sittella: May: 10 at PP, 6 at Com, 3 at PS. Jun: 7 at Com, 6 at PS. 

Spotted-tailed Quoll: May: signs at PS. Jun: signs at PS. 

Yellow-bellied Glider: Jun: calls at Mossy Pt. 

Grey-headed Flying Fox: May: reports of hundreds of thousands at Catalina and BB, 2 at Mossy Pt, 

numbers declining at BP. Jun: more than 500 at BB, up to 10 at PS, 2 at Mossy Pt and calls at MB. 

 

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE SYSTEMATIC LIST RECORDS 

The following records are from May and June 2012. 

GROUND BIRDS. Up to 5 Emu in May at PP (MA/DSD/JM/JH/GM); max 20 Stubble Quail at Com (JC).   

WATERSIDE. Up to 32 Black Swan at MHS (JM), nests at PS and Com; more than 100 Aust Wood Duck 

at Com and Belowra (JC); more than 250 Pacific Black at Com; up to 80 Grey Teal at Trunketabella (MA); 

up to 150 Chestnut Teal including 9 dy at Com; max 40 Hardhead at Com; max 12 Aust Grebe at Com; 6 

Hoary-headed at BI, 2 at PS (MA/JM); up to 30 Aust White Ibis at MYA (JL); max 60 Straw-necked at 

Com; more than 20 Royal Spoonbill at NA (MA); 5 Striated Heron at NA, 1 at TS (FM/JH); max 100 

Cattle Egret at MYA, 38 at Com, 18 at Bergalia, 2 at MB, 1 at NA (JL/MC/JM/JC/MA/FM); up to 3 White-

necked Heron at MYA, singles at Bergalia, Trunketabella, Com; max 12 Eastern Great Egret at Nangudga 

(MA); max 42 White-faced Heron at Com; up to 10 Little Egret at Nangudga; 1 or 2 Eastern Reef Egret 

at MB, BP (MA/JW); 20 or more Aust Pelican at TS and BI (JH/AD); max 20 Aust Gannet at BP (FM); up 

to 50 Little Pied Cormorant at NA (FM); more than 20 Little Black at Tuross River bridge (JC/JH/GM); 1 

Pied at MHS (JM); up to 10 Great at BP, MB and BI (JW/MA/AD); single Aust Darter at PS, Com, NA 

and BI (JM/JC/FM/AD). 

RAPTORS. 2 Aust Kestrel at MYA (JL), singles elsewhere; 2 Brown Falcon at TS and Com, 1 at MB 

(JH/GM/JC/MA); single Peregrine at BP, Com, MB; 1 or 2 Black-shouldered Kite at MYA, Bergalia, TS, 



Tuross River Bridge, Com, MB; up to 3 Whistling Kite widespread; max 4 White-bellied Sea-Eagle at NA 

and MB (MA/FM); 1 Swamp Harrier at Tilba (MA); 2 Grey Goshawk at MB, 1 at Bimbimbie and MB 

(AC/GM/C.Tzaros/MA); single Brown Goshawk at PS and NA (JM/FM); Collared Sparrowhawk at PS 

and Com in Jun (JM/JC); 1 or 2 Wedge-tailed Eagle widespread.  

CRAKES, RAILS, GALLINULES & BUTTON-QUAIL. Up to 15 Purple Swamphen at PS and BI 

(JM/MA); up to 10 Dusky Moorhen at BI, 9 at Com, 1 at PS (AD/JC/JM); hundreds of Eurasian Coot at 

Coila L (W. Simes). 

WADERS. Up to 50 Masked Lapwing at Com; 19 Red-capped Plover at NA, 15 at MHS, 14 at MB, WL  

(MA/BS/JM); 55 Bar-tailed Godwit at NA, 4 at MB, 3 at TS (BS/MA/JH); 3 Eastern Curlew at MHS.  

SKUAS, GULLS & TERNS. Max 72 Silver Gull at NA (BS); 2 Caspian Tern at WL, singles at BP, MHS, 

TS, NA (MA/FM/JM/JH/BS); more than 60 Crested Tern at NA (FM). 

OTHER NON-PASSERINES. More than 50 Rock Dove at Tuross River Bridge, 25 at NA, 20 at MYA 

(JC/JH/GM/MA/JM/JW/FM); max 20 White-headed Pigeon at TS (GM); up to 5 Spotted Dove at BI (AD); 

6 Common Bronzewing at Com; max 9 Crested Pigeon breeding at Com (JC); up to 6 Wonga Pigeon at 

MB; max 13 Yellow-tailed Black Cockatoo at MHS; up to 80 Galah at Com; up to 75 Little Corella at 

MYA (JL); 90 Sulphur-crested Cockatoo at Com; up to 200 Rainbow Lorikeet at PS at flowering Spotted 

Gum; max 20 Crimson Rosella at PS, immatures at TS; up to 30 Eastern at Com; more than 25 Aust King 

Parrot at MB; Fan-tailed Cuckoo calls at Long Beach, BP (DSD/JW/FM); 2 Southern Boobook at MB, 

call at PS (AC/MA/JM); single Aust Owlet-nightjar at Com; Laughing Kookaburra widely reported; a  

Sacred Kingfisher at NA in May (FM); 2 Azure Kingfisher at Com, 1 at PP (JC/MA/DSD/JM). 

PASSERINES. 10 Superb Lyrebird at Boyne/Benandarah SF and Kianga, 7 at MYA SF, 6 at Belowra Rd, 

5 at NA, calls at PP, Tilba; 6 White-throated Treecreeper at Com; 1 Red-browed at MYA SF, call at 

Broulee (FM/DSD/JM); max 40 Variegated Fairy-wren at PS; up to 40 Superb at Com; max 6 Spotted 

Pardalote at PS; up to 6 White-browed Scrubwren at BP (JW); more than 20 Brown Gerygone at 

Boyne/Benandarah SF; up to 30 Brown Thornbill at PS; up to 40 Yellow-rumped at Belowra; 20 Yellow at 

Com; more than 50 Striated at Boyne/Benandarah SF; more than 200 Yellow-faced Honeyeater at 

Boyne/Benandarah SF, feeding on Spotted Gum blossom; White-eared Honeyeater in larger numbers and 

more widespread than in previous years, usually seen in twos and threes, with a max of 20 throughout 

Boyne/Benandarah SF and Tilba (MA/JC/GM/JM); max 10 Lewin’s at Tilba; Bell Miner colonies at MYA 

SF, PP, DY, Kianga, NA, MB, Tilba, WL, BI; up to 20 Brown-headed Honeyeater at PS, 4 at Buckenboura 

Rd, 1 at PP; more than 100 White-naped and more than 100 Noisy Friarbird at Boyne/Benandarah SF; 20 

Little Wattlebird at PP and BP; more than 100 Red at Boyne/Benandarah SF; 100 New Holland 

Honeyeater at ERBG (FM); 20 White-cheeked at Tilba, 2 at South Brooman SF, calls at Boyne/Benandarah 

SF and ERBG (MA/JC/GM/JM/MC/FM); more than 20 Eastern Spinebill at PP including immature; more 

than 50 Scarlet Honeyeater at Boyne/Benandarah SF; 5 Eastern Yellow Robin at MYA SF; up to 16 Jacky 

Winter at Com; 2 Rose Robin at ERBG, singles at Com and MB (FM/JC/MA/AC); up to 6 Eastern 

Whipbird at BP and MB; 3 Spotted Quail-thrush at Belowra Rd, 1 at MYA SF (JC/FM); up to 6 Golden 

Whistler at PS; max 8 Grey Shrike-thrush at Com; single Crested Shrike-tit at MYA SF, call at 

Boyne/Benandarah SF; max 20 Grey Fantail at Com; up to 12 Willie Wagtail at Com; max 20 Magpie-

lark at Coila (JM); single Restless Flycatcher at Bingie, Com, Belowra, Tilba (AM/JC/MA); max 6 Grey 

Butcherbird at Com; up to 60 Aust Magpie at Com; max 50 Pied Currawong at PS; max 6 Black-faced 

Cuckoo-shrike at MB; single White-bellied at PS, Com, PP, NA (JM/JC/MA/DSD/FM); 2 Aust Figbird at 

NA, call at MYA (MA/JM); up to 3 Olive-backed Oriole at PS, 2 at Boyne/Benandarah SF, 1 at BP, call at 

PP, MB; up to 20 Aust Raven at Com; max 14 White-winged Chough at PS, 13 at Belowra, 6 at PP, MB; 

up to 10 Satin Bowerbird at TS (GM); up to 10 Common Blackbird at BI (AD); up to 200 Common 

Starling at Com; up to 6 Common Myna at MYA, 4 at Tilba, 2 at Com; up to 60 Welcome Swallow at 

Com; 20 Tree Martin at TS, Com, MB, 2 at PS (MA/JC/AC/JM); max 300 Silvereye migrating through PS, 

including Tasmanian form; 8 Golden-headed Cisticola at Com in May; up to 10 Mistletoebird at MYA SF, 

8 at PS, 4 at Boyne/Benandarah SF (FM/JM); up to 36 House Sparrow at MYA, up to 20 at BI, more than 

12 at Tilba (AD/JL/JW/MA); up to 16 Aust Pipit at Com, 7 at TS, 2 at MB, 1 at Belowra; more than 200 

Red-browed Finch at Com, displaying at PS and PP; up to 6 European Goldfinch at TS, 1 at Com in Jun. 
 

MAMMALS. Antechinus sp. calling at PS (JM); Long-nosed Bandicoot diggings at MB in Jun (MA); 

Sugar Glider calls at Mossy Pt and PS (HR/JM); Common Ringtail Possum at MB in Jun; up to 6 

Common Brushtail at Com, 1 at BP, Mossy Pt and NA; the NA record was a golden form of the species, 

unfortunately roadkill (photos on the Members sightings‟ page of ENHS website) (JC/JW/HR/MA); max 18 

Eastern Grey Kangaroo and 4 Red-necked Wallaby at Mossy Pt (HR); up to 7 Swamp Wallaby at PS; 1 

Red Fox at PS, Com; 1 Australian Fur Seal at NA, MB; 1 Dolphin sp. dead on MB beach; up to 6 

Humpback Whale at BP and Bingie Pt, 3 at MHS and MB (HR/FM/JM/MA). 



MARINE LIFE. Stingray at NA in May (FM); thousands of Blue Soldier Crabs (Mictyris longicarpus) 

and egg case of a Port Jackson Shark at MHS (JM). 

REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS. Dark-flecked and Pale-flecked Sunskink at BP and MYA (JW/JL); 2 

Red-bellied Black Snake at Com, 1 at MB. Frogs seen or calling: Common Eastern Froglet; Brown-

striped Frog; Haswell’s Froglet; Brown, Dendy’s and Tyler’s Toadlets; Keferstein’s and Brown Tree 

Frogs, Eastern Sedgefrog, Jervis Bay, Peron’s, Tyler’s and Verreaux’s Tree Frogs (JW/HR/JM/JC).  

MOTHS AND BUTTERFLIES. Moths: Ghost, Plume, Beet Webworm, Clara Satin, Red-lined Geometrid, 

Emerald, Cream Wave, Plantain, Mecynata Moth, Subidaria, Red-spotted Delicate, White-stemmed Gum, 

Sparshalli, Variable Halone, Heliotrope, Magpie, Green-blotched, Bogong, Variable Cutworm, Native 

Budworm. Butterflies: Splendid Ochre, Orchard Swallowtail, Black Jezebel, Cabbage White, Varied Sword-

grass Brown, Common Brown, Meadow Argus, Aust Painted Lady, Yellow Admiral, Monarch, Two-spotted 

Line-blue, Common Grass Blue (JW/JM/JC/JL). 

BUGS: Brown Shield. BEETLES: Hundreds of Plague Soldier Beetles at PS, Darkling; Ladybirds: 

Epilachna sp. OTHER INSECTS. Hover Fly, Water Strider (JC/JM/JL). 

SPIDERS. St Andrew‟s Cross, Huntsman, Little Striped Wolf, Daddy Long-legs, Black House, Water, Red 

back, White-tailed, Leaf-curling, Jumping, Flower Spider (Diaea dorsata), Two-tailed Spider. 

(MA/JW/JC/JL/JM). 

BLOSSOM. Spotted Gum continues to flower, although not as widespread by the end of June, Mugga 

Ironbark, Coast and Hairpin Banksia, Sickle, Sweet and Sunshine Wattle, Prickly Moses, Prickly Beard-

heath, Narrow-leaved Geebung, Thyme Pink-bells. Orchids: Pixie Caps, Nodding Greenhood. (Please note 

that the common names used here are those adopted by PlantNET.) 

RAINFALL. May: 19mm at BP, 17mm at MYA, 33mm at PS, 125mm at Com, 28mm at MB. June:127mm 

at MYA, 104mm at PS, 110.5mm at Com, 107.5mm at MB. 

Contributors      Abbreviations 
MA M Anderson, MB BB Batemans Bay 

AC A Christiansen, MB  BBWG Batemans Bay Water Gardens 

JC  J&P Collett, Comerang BI Bermagui 

MC M Crowley, MHS BP Burrewarra Point 

DSD D&S Deans, Long Beach Com Comerang 

AD A Douch, BI CO Congo 

PHH P&H Haughton, Lilli Pilli DS Durras 

JH J&J Houghton, TS DY Dalmeny 

DHK D&H Kay, Bergalia ERBG Eurobodalla Botanic Gardens 

JL J&J Liney, MYA MKS Maulbrooks Rd S, MYA 

AM  A Marsh, Bingi MYA Moruya 

GM G Macnamara, TS MH Moruya Heads, N&S 

JM J Morgan, PS MB Mystery Bay 

BS B Scales, NA NA Narooma 

JW J Whiter, BP PS Pedro Swamp 

FM Field Meeting PDD Percy Davis Drive, Broulee 

 J Cornish PP Potato Point 

 D Ingwersen SF State Forest 

 W Simes TS Tuross 

 C Tzaros WL Wallaga Lake 

 

ENHS Committee and Contact Details  
Chair David Kay 4474 5619 dandhkay@harboursat.com.au 

Secretary/Recorder Julie Morgan 4474 5888 juliettamorgan@gmail.com   

Treasurer Gillian Macnamara 4473 9412 gillmac@tpg.com.au 

Committee Mandy Anderson, Lyn Burden, 

Heather Haughton, Peter Haughton, 

Margaret Versey  

  

Public Officer and 

Membership 

Peter Haughton 4471 3271 pje@haughton.id.au 

 

Minutes Secretary Mandy Anderson 4473 7651 mandy-anderson@bigpond.com  

Editorial Team Mandy Anderson, Lucy Gibson, 

Gillian Macnamara, Julie Morgan 

 mandy-anderson@bigpond.com  

Website Team David White, David Num, Julie 

Morgan 

 juliettamorgan@gmail.com   

All mail correspondence to P.O. Box 888, Moruya, NSW, 2537. 
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